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Abstract 
We report about observations of decameter type III 
bursts whose frequency drift rates vary their signs 
from negative to positive. Moreover drift rates of 
some bursts vary the sign some times. Positive drift 
rates for some bursts are changed from 0.44 MHz/s 
to 12 MHz/s. At the same time the negative drift rates 
of these bursts are standard values for decameter type 
III bursts. A possible interpretation of such 
phenomenon on the base of plasma mechanism of 
type III burst generation is discussed. The sense of 
this interpretation is that group velocity of type III 
electromagnetic waves generated by fast electrons at 
some conditions can be smaller than velocity of these 
electrons. 

1. Introduction 
Type III bursts have been studying during more than 
60 years. Their properties have been analyzed quite 
well. One of them is a drift of bursts from high 
frequencies to low frequencies [1]. It means in the 
plasma mechanism of radio emission that a source of 
radio emission moves in the solar corona from the 
regions with large densities to the regions with small 
densities. As a rule radio emission at lower frequency 
arrives to the Earth later than the radio emission 
radiated by the same source at larger frequency. As a 
consequence the frequency drift rates of type III 
bursts are negative. In this paper we report about 
observations of decametre type III bursts with 
changing sign of drift rates. These bursts have 
negative drift rate in some frequency band and 
positive one in another frequency band. The possible 
explanation of such type III bursts is discussed. 

2. Observations 

In this paper we discuss three type III bursts with 
changing sign of frequency drift rates. They were 
observed simultaneously by radio telescopes UTR-2, 
URAN-2 (Ukraine) and NDA (France) in frequency 
band 8-32 MHz and 28-41 MHz on June 3 (Fig.1), 
August 25 and August 26, 2012.  

a)  

b)  
 
Figure 1: Type III burst (12:05:00) with changing 
sign of frequency drift rate observed by URAN-2 (a) 
and NDA (b).  

Fig.2 shows motion of flux maximum of this burst on 
the dynamic spectrum. It is seen that burst maximum  
has negative drift rate equaled to -3.3 MHz/s at 
frequencies 36-41 MHz. In the frequency band 28-36 
MHz maximum drift rate some times change the sign 
with average positive drift rate about 12MHz/s.
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Observations by radio telescopes UTR-2 and URAN-
2 give drift rate closed to this value, 11.6 MHz/s, in 
the frequency range 28-33MHz. At lower frequencies 
<28MHz drift rate is negative -0.84MHz/s. So we see 
that discussed type III burst changes the sign of its 
drift rate some times. 

a)  

b)  
Figure 2: Motion of type III burst maximum flux on 
the dynamic spectrum on data of URAN-2 (a) and 
NDA (b). 

Approximately same situations are with other two 
type III bursts observed simultaneously only by 
UTR-2 and URAN-2. So there is a problem in what 
way such properties can be understood in plasma 
mechanism of radio emission. 

3. Discussion 
On our point of view the possible explanation of such 
phenomenon of type III bursts is in peculiarities of 
propagation of radio emission generated by fast 
electrons in the coronal plasma. Because the group 
velocity of electromagnetic waves grv  generated at 
the frequency close to plasma frequency there is a 
possibility that it can be smaller than velocity of 
radio emission source bv . Then generation of 
electromagnetic waves at large altitude happens 
earlier than electromagnetic waves generated at low 
altitude by the same source comes at this altitude. As 
a result type III bursts with positive drift rates 
appeared. If group velocity is close source velocity 
then the drift rate will be large. Such type III bursts 
with large drift rate were observed in the decametre 

range [2]. In the paper [2] the equation for frequency 
drift rate of type III burst 
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was derived. Here )(rn is the plasma density at the 
distance r  from the Sun,  is the angle between line 
of sight and the direction of source propagation. In 
the gas-dynamic theory of electron propagation 
through plasma [3] source velocity equals to 

2/0vvb  , where 0v is the maximum velocity of 
electrons generating Langmuir waves with wave 
number 00, / vk pel  . Then the group velocity of 

fundamental radio emission is 
0/3 vcvv Tegr  , 

where Tev  is the thermal velocity. From Equation (1) 
we derive that frequency drift rate is negative when 
the group velocity is larger than source velocity 

cosbgr vv   or at the maximum electron velocity 

cvv Te320    (at 0 ). In the opposite case the 

drift rate of type III burst is negative. Then type III 
bursts with changing sign of drift rate can be 
interpreted as radio emission from electrons, which 
propagate through plasma that consists from regions 
with different temperatures. 
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